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(Fig.1), we cannot use the tools to distinguish them, because, as

Introduction

described earlier, the two actions use the same tools.

Shortage of nurses is a serious world problem. A robotic scrub
nurse (RSN) can support surgeons during surgery to alleviate the
shortage problem, and also can reduce human error in the
operating room (OR).
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Jacob et al. [1] proposed a GestoNurse,

That is

why we need to recognize the actions using information obtained
from the hands. Different from the general action recognition,
hand action during suture surgery includes slight and
complicated movements.

which can pass tools to surgeons according to their gesture
commands, but this method imposes extra works on surgeons.
Bardram et al. [2] proposed a system to recognize the phase
during surgeries using embedded and body-worn sensors. This
method achieves good results, but is not practical. To solve these
issues, we aim at a robot system that can automatically judge
which tools should be passed to the surgeon, by recognizing
surgical situations via video analysis.

This paper reports a

fundamental study of how to recognize the surgeon’s action

Fig.1 (a) suture (b) tying

during suture surgery from the video sequence acquired by the

3

camera that observes the surgery scene.

2

Method
This paper proposes a method for classifying suture and tying.

Suture Surgery

The proposed method consists of the following three steps

Suture is the simplest and most basic operation of surgery. As

(Fig.2): hand detection, feature computation and classification.

a first step towards the realization of autonomous surgery support
robots, this paper deals with recognizing the surgeon’s hand
action during suture surgery.
A suture surgery consists of the three stages: preparation,
suture and post-treatment. In the preparation stage, surgeons
disinfect the wound, inject local anesthetic and wash the wound.
In the suture stage, surgeons suture the wound and tie the knot. In
the post-treatment, surgeons disinfect the wound again and pack
it, where the surgical tools are returned to the original places.

Surgeons use cotton-tips

to disinfect, injector to anesthetize, forceps and cotton-balls to
wash the wound, as well as forceps and needle-holder to suture
the wound and tie the knot.

we might be able to detect the tools first and to recognize these
However, in case of suture and tying
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compute 3D SIFT descriptors in the hand area. After computation,

word. Finally, SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifies actions.

3.1 Hand Detection
We use skin pixel detection [3] and foreground extraction [4]
to build a 3D hand mask in the surgical video.
For skin pixel detection, we choose a certain subspace in HSV

The first three actions use different surgical tools; therefore,

three actions by tools.

We detect the hand positions during the whole video and

we build a word vocabulary and compute the frequency of each

These stages contain surgeons’ five actions: disinfection,
anesthesia, washing, suture and tying.

Fig.2 Flow chart
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space to define the skin pixels. If a pixel’s color components in
HSV space are included in the chosen subspace, then this pixel is
judged to belong to the skin pixel.
The skin pixel detection can extract the skin pixels from the
video, but during the surgery, the wound’s color is similar to the
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skin (Fig.3(a)); therefore, we need to remove the wound from the

set according to different proportions, where the suture and tying

hand mask.

in each set contain the same number of descriptors.

extraction.

To solving this problem, we use foreground
A pixel is judged to belong to foreground if its color

is different from any background colors.

We cluster

the descriptors of the training set into K (pre-specified) clusters

Since only surgeon’s

and compute the frequency of K centroid words in each suture

hands move during the surgery and the patient does not move, we

and tying video (e.g. when the training set contains 23 suture and

can assume the surgeon’s hands correspond to the foreground to

tying videos, respectively, if the number of clusters K=5, then

be extracted (Fig.3 (b)).

4600 descriptors in the training set are clustered into the five
clusters, and finally we have gotten 5-dimensional feature vectors
of suture and tying). The recognition results for different
proportions and cluster numbers are shown in the Table 1.

Fig.3 Result of (a) skin pixel detection (b) foreground extraction (c) a+b

3.2 Feature Computation and Classification
After the hand detection, we select points at random in the
hand area to compute the 3D SIFT descriptors [5]. 3D SIFT
descriptor uses both space and time information and has

Table.1 Recognition results (K: number of clusters)

robustness to noise and orientation.

As a result, we can find that training sets with larger number of

We use the SIFT descriptor to build a word vocabulary.
Because of the instability of K-means, we utilize the improved
clustering algorithm, Hierarchical K-means [6] as well as
K-means to cluster descriptors. Specifically, first K-means is
performed for clustering the data several times, and then
hierarchical clustering is applied to cluster the centroid points of
the data obtained from K-means. Finally we use the centroid
points obtained from hierarchical clustering as the initial points

If the

number of clusters is 5, we achieve the highest recognition rate.

5

Conclusion
This paper has proposed a method for recognizing surgeon’s

actions during suture surgery using hand detection and 3D SIFT
descriptor.

Recognition rates higher than 90% are achieved.

However, in the real surgery, besides suture and tying, there
are not only many other actions, but also negative actions, which

to be clustered by K-means.
As a result of the clustering, we obtain some words that
correspond to the centroids of the clusters.

descriptors tend to achieve good recognition accuracies.

The frequency of

each word is computed in each video and is accumulated into a

are meaningless, noisy movements of the hand.

How to remove

such a negative action and to recognize only significant actions
during a long video sequence are our next work.
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